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lictutive Sunnunty

James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant

NRC Region I inspection Report No. 50-333/92-15

August 2,1992 - September 5,1992
flitnLOptrillium

Steady progress towards the commencement of fuel load was made this inspection period.
Operator performance was good. Fire brigade response to a self-extinguished fire in the turbine
building was noted as good. The two-hour safety stand down held on August 27 was viewed as
a pospive initiative for the reinforcement of plant management's performance expectations.
Sezen c;cntieris related DllOs were closed during this inspection period.

RatllolugintLControls !

Radiological work practices were observed to be generally good. Inspector observation of a
standby liquid control (SLC) system maintenance activity identified [xmr ALARA practices.

Mnintenance

inspector review of the SLC system maintenance identified weaknesses in the planning of the
activity which contributed to poor ALARA practices. NYPA efforts to address ratst electrical
distribution deficiencies was noteworthy. A recently identified 125 Vdc panel safety versus non-
safety related interface proolem was identified by NYPA during the inspection period and was
assigned an unresolved item for inspector followuy prior to unit restart. (URI 333/92-15 01).
Three maintenance related DEOs were closed this inspection period.

Surveillante

inspector observation of a 5LC injection test on September 4 identified gmxl performance by
those operators involved. The test was well controlled and appropriately conducted during a high
activity time period.

lincluccElDganulltClutical Suppntl.

NRC's review of the fire protection area indicated that progress had been made, but that
increased management attention was warranted. After a detailed review, the inspectos con .aded
that NYPA has taken positive corrective actions to resolve the firfings regarding this apparent
violation. However, NYPA had not established a methodology for assessment sufficient to
ensure that all necessary corrective actions were complete and adequately implemented,

ii
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,

inspector review of the August 25 trantforme. T-13 failure identified good initial response by
the plant staff and a high quality safety analysis supporting interim use of a smaller (750 kVA)
transformer. Five engineering related DEOs were closed during this inspection period.

Safety Assessitent/Ounlitv Verificatkul

NRC inspector review of a contractor QA inspector's field observation identified poor
communication between the QA inspector and his supervisor in resolving the observation. The-
QA inspector's observation was subsequently resolved and the related corrective actions to
address communications were considered appropriate.
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J1ETAILS

1,0 SUMMARY OF FACll.lTY ACTIVITIES

1.1 N'/PA Activities

During this inspection period, the plant remained in cold shutdown with the core offloadL and
the reactor fl(xxled to the refuel level with th: fuel pool gates removed, to support completion
of various outage work activities. At the end of the report period the plant staff was in the
proecss of completing required prerequisites ta support reactor refueling operations.

On August 27, the Resident Manager directed a two hour safety stand down period be taken in
the morning. During this two hour period, station managers held discussions with all station and
contractor personnel to reemphasize the need to conduct all activities on site safely and properly, ,

the nrst time. All employees were retrained on self-checking practices. The inspectors
considered this a gmxl initiative to help refocus station personnel on the tasks at hand to support
unit startup and to reaffirm NYPA management's performance expectations in achieving that ,

goal.

On August 19, NYPA Chairman R. Flynn and President J. Ilrons addressed members of the
FitzPatrick staff concerning their support of the outage work efforts and the proposed Sithe
Energies, Inc, cogeneration plant.

Also on August 19, NYPA conducted their monthly Project Meeting to discuss the status of
various engineering modifications impacting the current refueling outage. .

1.2 NRC Activities
4

The inspection activities during this report period included inspection during normal, backshift
and weekend hours by the resident staff. There were 20 hours of backshift (evening shift) and
10 hours of deep backshift (weekend, holiday and midnight shift) inspections during this period.

On August 27, the Regional Administrator, Thomas T. Martin and members of the Region I staff
held a press conference at the Syracuse Hilton. The purpose of the press conference was to
provide a briefing on the performance of area commercial nuclear reactor operating facilities and
material license holders. The conference was attended by representatives of local and national
news affiliates, as well as, area utility representatives.

-On September 3, the NRC FitzPatrick Assessment Panel conducted a meeting with NYPA to -
discuss the results of the FitzPatrick Results improvement Program six-month self-assessment '

i _ onducted in June 1992, A summary report of that meeting has been issued under separate coverc

letter dated September 23,1992 Following the public meeting with the NYPA representatives,
the NRC FitzPatrick Assessment Panel members resp 9nded to questions from members of the
public in attendance.
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2.0 PLANT OPI'It ATIONS (71707, 92701, 93702)

2.1 llentintJ1LnLOneIntioniJic13tw

During the insocetion period the in*.pectors observed control room activities including operator
shift turnovers, shift crew briefings, panel manipulations and alarm response, and routine safety
system and auxiliary system operations conducted in accordance with approved operating
procedures and administrative guid, lines. The inspectors made independent verification of safety
system operability by redew of operator logs, system markups, control panel walkdowns and
component status vetifications in the field. I)iscussions were held with operators and technicians
in the field to assess their familiarity with current system s...tus and personnel response to events
during the inspection period, in addition, during plant tours, inspectors reviewed routine
radiological control practices. The activities inspected were acceptable.

;

2.1.1 OperaticanLSafety3'.ctification

The inspector conducted partial control room and in-plant walkdowns of the following systems:

-- 11 and D emergency diesel generators

A and 11 standby liquid control--

-- A and 11 emergency service water

liigh pressure coolant injection--

No notewc 'hy findings were identified. Systems reviewed were properly aligned in a standby
configuration.

2.2 MiDor i!IanLliirtlailin1Li3M IlliU11tultiJ1t!10

On August 11, a compensatory firewatch reported a fire in the turbine building condenser bay.
The shift supervisor dispatched the fire brigade and the fire was verified to be self extinguished.
The fire involved a 480 volt,3-plese power cable to a temporary lillPA filter unit. The cable
arced to ground on the steel grate floor in several places when it was pinched by a worker
moving a loaded 55 gallon drum _ across the steel grating. The fire brigade leader determined that
the fire was extineuished and under control within five minutes. The shift supervisor determined
the fire was not reportable due to the fire lasting less than ten minutes. Damage was limited to

.
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the HiiPA unit power cable. The inspector monitored the initiation of the fire brigade. No
problems were encountered by the fire brigade in their response. The inspector noted two plant
managers responded to the fire alarm and conducted a preliminary assessment of the area just
prior to the brigade. NYPA conducted a critique of the event and determined the following: -

;

-- Plant staff entering the fire area prior to the fire brigade without protective gear was -
contrary to plant fire protection guidance and potentially placed those individuals in peril'
without proper protection from toxic smoke.

-- The event could have been prevented by the workers moving the drum. The' work area
was not surveyed for potential hazards and obstacles.

The inspector reviewed the actions taken in response to the fire and concluded the actions taken
'

by the fire brigade were appropriate to the circumstances and that the investigation and critique
of the event were satisfactory. The inspectors also noted that for safety reasons, the facility
should ensure that personnel not involved with the fire brigade do not respond to the scene of,

the fire. The inspectors noted that corrective actions resulting from the critique will be
documented in a subsequent critique revision.

9

2.3 Previously Idrntified items

'! .3.1 (Closed) DEO. OPS.029 ,

This Diagnostic Evaluation Observation identified that high ambient temperatures in the reactor
water cleanup heat exchanger room required the operating shift to routinely enter EOP-5,
Secondary Containment Control. Failure to correct the root cause of the high ambiert
temperature condition resulted in an umiecessary demand on the operators to enter EOP-5 to
provide assessment and appropriate actions on an almost daily basis. NYPA completed several

- maintenance items to increase the heat removal capability of the existing unit cooler 66UC-18A
in the reactor water cleanup heat exchanger room. In addition, NYPA provid'd additional
insulation to reactor water cleanup piping and components to reduce the existing heat load in the
room. The post maintenance flow to the unit cooler was determined to be 16 gpm by ultrasonic
flow measuremen,s, compared to 8 gpm prior to the refueling outage. With the existing

_

conditions (i.e., plant shutdown and reactor water cleanup secured) there is no ambient heat load
in the area. The lack of a heat load prevents NYPA1from determining the existing post
maintenance heat transfer capability of the unit cooler.

The inspector concluded NYPA completed the appropriate actions to maximize cooling capability
'

of the existing unit cooler. The effectiveness of the maintenance activities will be determined
by plant operations during most limiting ambient conditions (i.e., maximum lake temperature and
high outside ambient temperature conditions). DEO. OPS.029 is closed. *

<
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2.3.2 (Cleml)SEO,0ESSM

This: 5pnostic livaluation Observation identified that the high pressme coolant injection (llPCI)
turbine viination monitor 23VM 1(X) was not in tbc calibration program, llaever, it was used
to meacte viination in surveillance test ST-4N, llPCI Plow Rate and lascivice Test (IST). The
inspector reviewed ST-4N, revision 16, dated November 1,1991. The surveillance test inovides
instruction to utilize either 23VM 100 (when operable) er station an operator at the llPCI tinbine
with a calibrated portable IRD 810 vibration detector, in direct conununication with the control
rmnn operator. The inspector reviewed the instrument calibration report for 23VM 100 and
verified the monitor was calibrated June 25,1992.

The inspector reviewed system engineering memorandum JSl!M 92-43, dated July 21,1992.
which evaluated the recurring maintenance prob! cms with the llPCI tmbine vibration monitor
23VM-100. The system engineer confirmed that other utilities with a similar design have had
similar performance problems and the majority of plants have removed the obsolete vibration
monitor. The vibration monitor is not safety related and is not required to support the design
basis function of IIPCl.

In accordance with the llPCI model system improvement plan, mmlification 121-91-187, will
remove the obsolete llPCI vibration monitoring system and institute a lil'Cl data acquisition

,

'

system which includes pump vibration among the various system parameters to be monitored.
Until the modification is installed, NYPA plans to utilize the existing monilm when operable or
kical monitoring as allowed by the surveillance test. DiiO. OPS.036 is clmed.

2.3.3 (CJuml)luio 0fSE

This Diagnostic livaluation Observation identified dming a plant tour that a reactor core isolation
cooling (RCIC) component had a blue deficiency tag in effect for over two and one half years.
The work request deficiency tag stated that the valve indicator limit switch service arm was bent
for valve 13 AOV 12, itCIC condenute pump discharge _to radwaste and resulted in a problem
of the valve position indicating both open and closed, This valve, which is not safety related,
provides an alternate incems to drain RCIC system leak off to the radwaste system when the
RCIC pump is not in operation. The maintenance department worked this deficiency under
Work Request 13/66259, but could not duplicate the dual indication. The operations depariment,
the initiators of the work request performed the retest, verilled proper indicator operation, and
determined the existing conditioa was satisfactory on March 30,1989. _The blue deliciency tag
k>cated at the valve was overlooked which resulted in the operations staff failing to remove it.
This resulted in the Septeinber 18,1991 Dlio concern of a dated deliciency in effect for two and
one half years. The |nspector subsequently verified the control roo n indicator was operating
correctly and the dated deliciency tag had been properly removed. Dl!O. OPS.007 is closed.

u
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2.3.4 (C10KdLDEO QPLD45

This Diagnostic livaluation Observation identifiM several weaknesses in the management of the
operations department which resulted in varying per formance standards among the six operating
shift crews. lixamples included lack of knowledge of degraded equipment problenis-not
conununicated between shifts, and lack of utilliation of system engineers for resolution of
identified plant deficiencies. Operations department management established several
improvements to address these weaknesses. The daily planning meeting documents and reviews
all limiting conditions of operation (Iro) in effect. NYPA issued ODSO-34 which provided
the administrative requirements for documenting entry into, and exit flom Technical Specification
if0s. Management expectations were promulgated to all operating shift etews through training,
memorandums, and night orders on control toom log keeping expectations. NYPA also revised
ODSO 4, shift turnovers and log keeping which provided specine guidelines for shift turnovers
and log keeping. Operations department management conducts a daily briefing, with all
department first line supervisors, of current problems and shift objectives to provide better
communication of expectations. System engNects continue to be observed taking a proactive
role in resolving identified problems. The inspector has also observed a marked improvement
in the overall detail provided 'sy operations management in the shift night order book.
Diio. ops.045 is closed.

2.3.5 (CludedLDEO OUS10022nLDEOMPM15
;

These Diagnostic livaluation Team JDl!T) observations identified a number of outstanding
deficiencies which impacted the proper operation and performance monitoring of the offgas
system. In inspection report 50 333/9212,= the inspector documented that no further NRC
generic evaluation was warranted with _. respect to_ offgas system vulnerability to hydrogen
detonations.

During this inspection period, the inspector reviewed the corrective action plan implemented by
NYPA to address the numerous system deficiencies and performance problems. The corrective
actions include short term pre-startup activitics and long term post startup modifications and
system performance enhancements. The inspector also conducted a walkdown of the system with
the responsible system engineers to assess progress made, to date, on resolution of these items.

Ily Technical Services systems endneering memorandum JS11M-91-086, NYPA outlined 26
actions to be completed on the offgas system prior to restart of the unit from the 1992 refuel
outage, These actions resolve the majority of the outstanding hardware deficiencies noted by the
D1!T by effectinh minor modifications to the hydrogen recombiner and offgas piping, revising
the system operating procedure, or recalibrating the instrumentation and control systems. The
inspector reviewed the impact of these actions on system performance and the status of these
items with the systems engineer. The inspector concluded that these immediate actions appeared-

- appropria'e to reduce system air in leakage and moisture carry-over, as well as, to increase
_

system availability at lower reactor power levels by thc addition of heat tracing. The inspector
notes that these 26 items were identified as startup items for tracking purposes. -Ilowever, the

!
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status of each item was not being maintained by the cognizant system engineer or the outage
planning staff. Subsequent review indicated all short term items were on track for completion.
The overall effectiveness of these 26 short-term actions will be evaluated during reactor startup .
after the offgas system is placed in operation. One of the principal concerns was air in leakage
to the system and the licensee will be leak testing the system prior to plant startup.

By Technical Services systems engineering memorandum JSEM-92-056, NYPA outlined their
long term offgas system corrective actions and their internal response to the General Electric
(GE) recommendations of SIL 150 and SIL 497. The purpose of these long term actions are
four fold: enhance personnel safety; ALARA improvements; reduce the risk of hydrogen
detonation; and increase overall system reliability. The DET noted that only nine of the 36 GE
recommendations for offgas system improvements were targeted for implementation. Following
the DET, NYPA documented their evaluation of each GE SIL recommendation in JSEM 92 056.

The inspector reviewed this document and found NYPA's response to each item sufficiently H

comprehensive. The inspector noted that NYPA was not committed to implementing the
recommendations in the SIL. The inspector considered the documentation of NYPA's evaluation
of each item to have been proper and responsive to the vendor's offgas system design concerns.
Also identified by the DET, problems have plagued the operations of the offgas hydrogen
analyzers. One of the proposeu n,ng-term modifications is to replace them with electrochemical-
type analyzers with pressure compensation devices. Another offgas system modification being
considered by NYPA is'the installation of a freeze-out dryer assembly. This assembly is
designed to reduce hydrogen ignition sources and further maximize recombiner availability by
reducing entrained moisture. The inspector considered these longderm actions appropriate,
DEO. OPS.002 and DEO. OPS.015 are closed.

2.3.6 (Closed) DEO. OPS.042

This Diagnostic Evaluation Observation identified that the high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) )
and reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) turbine exhaust steam line vacuum breaker isolation
valves were not being treated as primary containment isolat; 1 valves (PCIVs). NYPA indicated
that the subject isolation valves, one manual and one motor-operated gate valve, on each
HPCl/RCIC vacuum breaker line, are not the PCIVs. NYPA's position was that the PCIV for
the HPC1/RCIC vacuum breaker lines was provided by the HPCl/RCIC turbine exhaust check
valves which are leak tested in accordance with Technical Specifications. The NRC staff has
reviewed the design and configuration of the vacuum breaker lines and grees with NYPA's
position. The vacuum breaker lines are designed to seismic and QA category one requirements.
Both the HPCI and RCIC vacuum breaker line configurations present the performance of an-
outward leakage test being performed except during an integrated leak rate test (ILRT). The
NRC staff review identified a potential untested leakage path existed from the HPCl/RCIC
isolation valves packing or bonnets. NYPA committed to perfo.rm a soap bubble leak iest of

- these valves during each ILRT. No other concerns were identified DEO. OPS.042 is closed.

_
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2.3.7 [Cimed). Unresolved Itrm (92-12-01): AutomalisllaILDLibeltaudby Ga.C&calment.
System (SBGT)

5

' This unresolved item identiGed a weakness in operator shift. turnovers in that the B SBGT fan
ratomatically started ud remained in operation for approximately two operating shifts and-
operator shift turnovers failed to identify the condition. NYPA completed an investigation and
xommended cor ective actions whic' vere documented in Licensee Event Report (LER) 92-

039, dateJ August 18, 1992. NYPA committed to revise the shift turnover procedure to
specifically require a panel walkdown and veriGeation of the turnover checklist by the on-coming
operating shifts. The inspector verified this action was completed by reviewing ODSO-4 Shift
Turnover and Log Keeping, revision 44, dated August 26,1992. The inspector concluded the
correctiv9 actions documented in the LER were appropriate. This unresolved item is closed.

3.0 RAI:lOLOGICAL CONTROLS (IP 71707)

The inspector observed routine radiological work practices during observation of various
maintenance activities and in routine tours of the plant. In general, radiological workers seemed
to be well-trained and were observed to be using appropriate radiological. work practices (i.e.,
bagged tools and other items. as required, maintained work are- clean, removed protective
clothing properly, dosimetry worn properly, and all radiological postings obeyed). The health
physics technicians were observed to give good pre-job brictings and maintained close
surveillance over the work activities in their assigned areas. The radiological work areas, in
general, were well-maintained (i.e., clean with appropriate radiological postings). The inspector
concluded that the workers and health physics technicians were working well together to ensure
safe and appropriate radiological work practices.

4.0 M AINTENANCE (IP 62703, 92701)

'4.1 Observation of M_aintenance Activities

The inspector observed and reviewed selected portions of preventive and corrective maintenance
to verify compliance with cules, standards and Technical Specifications, proper use of
administrative and maintenance procedures, proper QA/QC involvement, and appiopriate
equipment alignment and retest. The inspector observed MST-11.11, Standby Liquid Control
(SLC), Revision 1.

On September 2,1992, the inspector observed that eight maintenance personnel waited at the
SLC skid (an area having a posted general area dose of 10 mrem /hr) for over !/2 hour before
it was determined that a procedure revision would be necessary before the maintenance could

,

begin. The workers were there to remove and test the squib valves. The procedure deficiency
involved a main control room alarm which needed to be verified on or off at various times
during performance of the procedure, but was unexpectedly on at the start of the procedure. The

I
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procedure was revised and work to remove the squib valves began on September 3. The
inspector observed the final setup and testing of the valves on September 4. Prior to the test
firing of the valves, four maintenance workers waited for approximately 1/2 hour at the SLC
skid for operations personnel, in order to start the testing.

Maintenance personnel involved were very knowledgeable of the procedures and a few
apprentices were involved in the activities. Additionally, the inspector noted good involvement
by a QC inspector, who was there only when needed for his part of the procedure. The
inspector observed that although the personnel in the area were aware of the posted radiation
fields in the area and that they had been briefed by health physics personnel prior to going to the
work area, they did not try to consistently stay in a low radiation area and each person received
approximately 5 mrem on September 2, and 5 mrem on September 4, before any work had

'
begun. Additionally, the inspector observed that the firing of a third, new squib valve was
performed on the A train circuitry, by procedure. This particular test firing could have been
performed on either train's circuitry, since each train had already been used once. However, the
A train is k)cated nearer to the radiation field source, making the B train a better choice for the
third test from an ALARA point of view.

The inspector concluded that better planning of the work and better coordination of the activities
between the various groups could easily have resulted in a dose savings for the personnel
invcived. Some of the procedure deficiencies could have been identified prior to going to the
work site, and once a deficiency was identified, personnel cocid have immediately left the area
and received a lower total radiation dose The inspector discussed these observations with
maintenance and health physics supervision, who stated that they would look at the planning
prc.:ss for maintenance activities for improvements, and would also discuss good ALARA
pracGees with plant personael.

Review of Previously I vndfied Flectrical System 1ssues
-

4.2 A

The in3pector reviewed four Electrical Safety System Pmetional Inspection unresolved items for
closure. It appeared that NYPA made significant progress in resolving these complex unresolved
electrical distribution system items. Additional efforts are required to complete a portion of one
item which has been assigned a new open unresolved item number. The new concern relates to
the coordination problem associated with five Category I circuits found powered from non-
Category 1 power panels.

i
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4.2.1 (Closed) UnresolvnUtem (50-333/89-80-10): 4160 Breaker Cocmlination

This item pertains to the co-ordination concerns on the de system. During the previous Safet1
System Functional Inspection (SSFI), the licensee had no coordination between the 35 ampere
fuse and the 40 ampere feeder circuit breaker. The inspection found inadequate coordination in
the 125 Vdc control circuits of 600V and 4160 V switch gears, in addition, the ccordination
between the circuit breakers of the Battery Control Boards (BCBs) and distribution panels
asst ming a bolted bus fault (with the exception of the panels 71DC-A4 and B4) was inadequate.

Modification Ml 90-063 was initinted by the licensee to resolve the fuse and feeder breaker
coordination concern for the 600V and 4160V control circuits of the switch gears. The licensee
performed the 125 Vdc short circuit calculation to determine the fault level, then developed the
co-ordination curves to verify the proper coordination for new proposed 20 ampere fuses for )
applicable control circuits in the above modification package. The licensee was in the process '

of replacing the affected fuses during this inspection. Approximately 90% of the fuses have been |

replaced, to date.

The inspector reviewed the short circuit calculation and coordination curves and found them to
be adequate. The remaining portion of this item pertaining to various breaker coordination
concerns, is being tracked under a new open unresolved item (92-15-01), and is discussed below. ;

Based on the above stated corrective actions, unresolved item 89 80-10 is closed. I

The licensee found five Category 1 (safety related) circuits supplied from the non-Category 1
panels whi;e resolving the fuse coordination issue discussed above. Three safety related circuits
were found to be supplied from de distribution panel 71DC-A3 and two additional circuits from
the panel 71DC-B3. In addition, on August 27,1992, the inspector noted that the licensecs's
system engir.eering group also identified two panels that required upgrade evaluations. The
evaluation scope included the review of all break'ers associated with these panels prior to startup.

The licensee stated that these panels were bought as Category I and were subsequently ;
declassified to non-Category 1. Further review of safety related circuits revealed that breaker

_

No.7 of panel 71DC-A3 powers the " Standby Gas Treatment Control A," panel 09AR-6A, and
breaker No. 6 of panel 71 DC-B3 supplies " Standby Gas T eatment Control B " panel 09AR tiB.
Since these panels are non-Category I and inadequate coordination exists between de panel
breakers (safety and non-safety related), a single credible failure could result in a common mode
failure of both de panels, which is outside the plant design basis. This item was considered
unresolved pending further NRC review of NYPA's evalua' ion and corrective actions prior to
fuel reload and plant startup. (Unresolved item 50-333/92-15-01)
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4.2.2 ffjnsed) Unrnolved item (50-333/89-8Dd2L}3krRifaLLad Growth Cualml .
*

This item pertained to the administrative controls on electrical calculations involving load growth.
The SSF1 team found that NYPA had r.o mechanism to ensure that the plant calculations affected -

.

by modifications were uptated and maintained.

NYPA issued procedure ESM-6, " Engineering Standard Manual," on March 15,1991, to provide-
design engineers the guidelines to evaluate and document changes affecting the electrical
distribution system from plant modifications. Several electrical calculations were updated by the
licensee during 1989.

The inspector reviewed a sample plant modi 0 cation to assess the load growth control and found
no conceras. The inspector reviewed two electrical calculations updated by the contractor for
the licensee during 1989 and identified that NYPA was incorporating these calculations into their
6nal computer based electrical design control program. The timeliness of this update was not
considered a problem by the inspector in that these changes were well captured in the vendor's~
(EB ASCO) calculations. Currently implemented procedure DCM 11, " Design Control Manual,"
provides uniforin guidance to all design engineers in controlling the design documentation ;

originating from outside vendors. The inspector concluded that the established administrative
controls were appropriate and effeedve. This unresolved item is closed.

4.2.3 (Closed) Unreselyed item (89-80-13): Resishtal Voltage Transfer

This item involved the ability of the 4,16kV bus undervoltage relay to override the undervoltage
effects during a residual voltage transfer. At the conclusion of the SSFI inspection, the over-
current relay settings could not be confirmed by the licensee.- The licensee had committed to
perform a transient stability study to verify the necessary data for proper setting of the over-
current relays on the 4.16hV bus feeder (10660) and unit substations L-16 and ly-26.

During a residual voltage transfer, 600V loads were disconnected from the one power source,
and after the residual voltage had decayed to 25%, the attemate power source on the_4.16kV bus
was connected. - Calculation 14620-E-9017-6 demonstrated that: the safety related 600V and
4.16kV motors could re-accelerate _ properly; associated _ supply breakers had adequate
coordination protection; and, undervoltage relays settings had sufficient margins and/or time;

: delays to allow bus residual voltage transfer.-

The inspector reviewed the above calculation and found that during the residual voltage transfer

j - the emergency service water and control rod drive motors (600V motors) being transferred on
_

L to an alternate poweraurce could re-accelerate successfully. Also,' the safety related residual-
heat removal and core spray motors on the 4.16 Ky bus could re-accelerate during this transfer.
The 4.16kV emergency bus voltage would decay to approximately 1000V (25% motor nameplate

value) ivithin 0.6 seconds after the failure of the fast transfer scheme. At this time the residual
L

i

,'

!

L _ _ _. __ _ ~.
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bus transfer scheme would initiate. After 0.6 seconds, the voltage on the 4.16kV bus recovered ~
to 4007V and subsequently never fell below the setpoint of the undervoltage relays.13ased on
the existing undervoltage relay settings and the completed calculations, this unresolved item is
closed.

4.2.4 (Closed) Unresolved item (00-03-03): Onsite and Offsite Power Supply Transfer

This item involved the reliability of a manual bus transfer between onsite and offsite electrical
power supplies. This issue involved difficulty in performing manual bus transfers due to phase
shift experienced at the plant. The NRC staff informed NYPA of this concern via letter dated
May .18,1990.

NYPA responded to the above concern by letter (JPN-90-077), dated December 28,1990. The
NRC staff has reviewed the information provided and concluded that the rcZability of-manual
bus transfer was adequately resolved with the installation of a new transformer between the
345kV and ll5kV systems at the Oswego Steam Station switchyard, Resolution of this concern
was documented in the NRC Safety Evaluation Report transmitted to NYPA by letter dated
March 16,1992. Based upon the inspector review of the above documentation and adequate
resolution of the above concern, this unresolved item is closed.

4.3 Previously identified items

4.3.1 (Closed) Unresolved Item 91-01-02. Adequacy of Method for calibrating RTDs
1

This unresolved item concerned the adequacy of the method for calibrating the RTDs in the
drywell and the torus, and the thermocouples in the reactor water cleanup system.
Administrative Procedure, AP-4.1, Surveillance Test Program, Revision 7, gives specific
guidelines for instrument channel calibrations, including RTDs and thermocouples. AP-4.1
describes the Comparison Method and the Plunge Method. The calibrations in question are
covered either in 'the procedures for the calibrations, or in the Preventive Maintenance program.
The inspectors reviewed the latest calibrations and results and concluded that the surveillance
requirements are being properly met.

For drywell .RTD calibrations, the inspector reviewed ISP-28-1, Revision ;3, Instrument
Calibration Reports for 1992, and the !&C Dept. Preventive Maintenance Task Report Master'
Schedule, dated 8/18/92, and concluded that the RTDs were adequately calibrated-using the-
Plunge and Comparison Methods as described in AP-4.1. The RTD bein'g calibrated is compared
to.a calibrated _ temperature probe and is placed into an ice bath.

!

For suppression pool RTD calibrations, the inspector reviewed ISP-28, Revision 10, instrument -
salibration .Reporis'for 1989 and _1991, and the I&C Dept. Preventive Maintenance Task Report -

,

Master Schedule, dated 8/18/92 and concluded that the RTDs are adequately calibtated using the -
Plunge and Comparison Methods as described in AP-4.1. The RTD being calibrated is compared
to a calibrated temperature probe and is placed into an ice bath.

|

u

.
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For RWCU thermocouple calibrations, the inspector reviewed IMP-G9, Revision 6, and -

concluded that it adequately calibrated the temperature elements using the Plunge Method _ as ]
described in' AP-4.1. The thermocouple being calibrated is placed into an ice bath along with - *

a calibrated thermometer. The inspector identified no deficiencies. This unresolved item is
closed.

'4.4 Previously identified Diagnostic Evaluation Team !tems

4.4.1 (Closed) DEO.MNT.031

This Diagnostic Evaluation Observation Team (DEO) identified a weakness in the protective
tagout established by NYPA to support preventive maintenance on one of the two emergency
diesel generator _(EDG) air start compressors (typical for all four EDGs). Specifically, the
compressor isolation valve was not considered for tagout, although this method would provide
adequate system isolation and maintain the availability of the standby air bank. Previously,
NYPA administratively tagged out the associated air bank for the air compressor to ensure the
operators did not place the air bank in service while the maintenance was in progress. _In doing-
so, NYPA failed to consider that one air bank may be insufficient to provide ten EDG starts as -
described in the FSAR, The DEO concluded na immediate safety concern existed because the
out of service air bank was maintained pressurized and NYPA stated that in an emergency the
operators would clear the protective tags, if necessary, to allow placing the standby air bank in
service to support additional EDG starts. NYPA revised the operating procedure, _OP.-22, and
provided specific air compressor removal instructions. In addition, NYPA utilized a special
condition tag on the standby bank isolation valve to alert the operators. The inspector reviewed
the procedure change and -concluded that it adequately addressed the original concern.
DEO.MT 031 is closed.

4.4.2 (Closed) DEO.MNT.028

This DEO identified that the post-accident samphag system (PASS) sample cooler had never been -
tested in its emergency configuration. NYPA responded that they did not wish to degrade PASS
system cleanliness by using raw water to periodically test the emergency supply to the sample
cooler. The DEO n.oted that no post-installation test was conducted to verify emergency cooling
water supply. The inspector reviewed NYPA's response to. this- DEO documented i_n

|- memorandum JTS-92-0766, dated September 2,1992, and the TMI Action Plan, Item II.B.3,
.

L which established the requirements for post accident sampling. The primary cooling capability-.
of the PASS cooler is provided by the reactor building closed loop cooling system. Although

_

there is no design requirement to have a backup source of cooling water to the PASS cooler,
backup water supply capability from the emergency service water-system or Dre protection
system was added by NYPA as a prudent system improvement. _ NYPA verified that the backup -|

L _ lines had an initial pre-service flush to verify cleanliness and now. The inspector determined
| NYPA periodically verified operability of the PASS cooler by completing PASS samples with

. _ __
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-.the normal cooling system configuration as prescribed in PASS sampling procedure, PSP 17.| - >
.

The inspector also reviewed Technical Specification 6.19, post accident sampling program. The -
inspector concluded NYPA has established an adequate program to verify PASS cooler cooling
capability. -DEO.MNT 009 is closed.

4.4.3 (Closed) DEO.MNT.022

This DEO identified that the PASS sample cooler check valve ESW-318 (a one-inch piston check
valve) was not tested or inspected on a routine basis. As stated above in DEO.MNT.028, the
ESW cooling supply is a backup PASS cooler supply source. NYPA disassembled and inspected-~
ESW-31 B in 1990 and identined only slight internal corrosion, but determined that the valve war
still fully operable. The minor internal corrosion was removed and the valve was reassembled
and returned to service. The valve is a one-inch Velan piston check valve. The inspector -
reviewed preventive maintenance evaluation (PM E)-0023 which reviewed the maintenance history -
and individual safety system application of these one-inch valves. 'The evaluation concluded
based upon ALARA considerations and lack of operational problems that the implementation of
a preventive maintenance program for the one-inch Velan piston check valves which would
routinely disassemble and inspect them was notjustified. The inspector notes that in conducting-
this evaluation NYPA identified 19 similar valves used in various plant systems'. None had a
history of operational problems and only two had been disassembled for inspection. The
inspector considered the PME-0023 conclusion appropriate. DEO.MNT.029 is closed.

5.0 SURVEILLANCE (61726)

The inspector observed and reviewed portions of ongoing and completed surveillance tests to

: assess performance in accordance with approved procedures and Limiting Conditions for
Operation, removal and restoration of equipment, and deficiency review and resolution. The'

inspector reviewed ST-6D, SLC Initiation and Demineralized Water injection into Reactor Vessel.
Test (IST), Revision 14.

On September 4,1992, operations personnel performed this surveillance, which ' demonstrates
operability of the SLC initiation controls and the ability to inject water into the reactor vessel.

L Although the system was ready for the operators to initiate SLC, since the previous shift had left -

| the system set up this way, the inspector noted that the operators independently verified the
system was properly aligned. After SLC initiation,- operators monitored the fest tank level and'

the pump for proper operation. The inspector observed that the performance of the surveillance?
was well-controlled, and proceeded in a conservative and careful manner, during a time of high.
activity in the control room. No unacceptable conditions were identified.-

L
.

.
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6.0 I?NGINEERING AND TECllNICAL SUPPORT (71707,92701,93702)

6.1 Failure of Transformer T-13

On August 2.5,1992, while operators were closing a breaker to restore power to loads associated
with bus 10500, which was reenergized after maintenance, transformer T-13 failed. This caused
the supply breaker to reopen, a loss of the uninterruptible power supply (UPS), and a reactor
protection system (RPS) half scram. .NYPA believes that the loss of the UPS occurred due to
a power / voltage spike on the system when T-13 failed. Operators tripped the supply breaker for
bus 10500, since the problem was t_mknown and no loads were being supplied by the bus.
Investigation revealed that the transformer failed completely and it was sent out for evaluation
and repair. Since no qualified spare transformer was in stock, the failed transformer was
replaced with a smaller (750 KVA versus 1000 KVA) transformer, which the engineering staff
qualified for use during refueling operations only. A PORC-approved safety analysis provided
justification for use of the smaller transformer, and provided load limits and guidance during use
of the temporary transformer.

NYPA and GE are evaluating options for permanent repair or replacement of the original (1000
KVA) transformer These options include: root cause analysis of and rewinding of the failed
transformer; purchasing a new. qualified transformer and installing it; qualifying a non-EQ spare
(1000 KVA) transformer from stock or replacing the failed (100 KVA) transformer with two
smaller (750 KVA) transformers. Final resolution will be prior to plant startup.

The inspector concluded that a conservative, well-planned approach was used during
troubleshooting activities and during replacement of the failed transformer. Additionally, the
inspector concluded that the safety analysis, written to support temporary use of the smaller
transformer, adequately bounded its application and was of high quality.

6.2 Egliowun of Previous Fire Protection Program insnection Findings

Apparent violation 333/92-80-15 dealt with NYPA's failure to adequately implement an effective
Fire Protection Program as required by Amendment No. 47 to the FitzPatrick Facility Operating -
License Condition, 2.C.(3). The inspector reviewed NYPA's ongoing actions to correct this
multi-part apparent violation (i.e. 333/92-80-15 A, 15B, 15C, 15D, 15E, 15F)
August 17-24, 1992.

6.2.1 (Onen) Apparent Violation (333/92-80-15 AF

This part of the apparent violation dealt with failure to implement a program of inspections to
minimize the amount of combustibles in safety related areas, assure availability and acceptability
of fire protection equipment, and assure prompt and effective corrective actions for conditions
adverse to fire protection as required by Amendment No. 47 to the FitzPatrick Facility Operating
License. This finding also identified that conducting plant inspections was only one of many
responsibilities assigned the Fire Protection Supevisor and there was no staff available to assist
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him. In letter JPN-92-014, dated March 27, 1992, NYPA committed to assign additional
personnel to walk down the plant for transient combustibles, to evaluate the condition of the fire
protection (FP) system, and to resolve and correct inadequacies in the control of combustibles.
In letter J AG-92-104, dated May 27,1992, NYPA committed to review, revise and/or implement
procedures establishing a program prior to startup that would resolve these findings.
Four fire inspectors (Fis) have been hired to assist the fire protection supervisor (FPS) in
conducting inspections per Fire Protection Procedure (FPP) 2.4, to assist in the issuance and
control of Hot Work Permits per procedure Work Activity Control Procedure (WACP) 10.1.33,
and to inspect for violations involving control of combustibles in the plant, as required by
procedure WACP 10.1.10. The inspector verified that the Fis were trained on these procedures:

prior to assignment by reviewing completed training records.
Q

FPP 2.4 requires that accessible areas of safety related buildings be inspected weekly.
However, the procedure does not establish a set mechanism to ensure all areas are inspected as a

required. The procedure specifies that results of inspections be documented on the Fire
Protection Tour Report Form. The FPS was the only one using the form (i.e. not the Fis) and
only a few deficiencies were noted on these forms. A review of FI logs indicated that deficiert >

combustible control and FP equipment items were being identified during plant inspections.
However, the inspector determined that there were no established guidelines for processing and
correction of deficiencies identified. The licensee has not establish systematic measures to ensure
that conditions adverse to fire protection are promptly identified, reported, and corrected as
required by the license condition. Further, the procedure does not provide clear responsibilities
for the Fis on how to handle deficient items observed (i.e., documentatioa, notifications,
assignment of corrective actions, followup, and clearing). The FPS does not have a system
established at this time to track the status of all deficient FP items and the corrective actions to
resolve these items. This part of the apparent violation remains open. pending completion of all
corrective actions.

-

The inspector notes that this item is related to the pan of unresolved item 333/92-80-02
concerning assignment of only one individual to walk dawn the plant part-time for transient
combustibles and evaluate the conditions of the FP system. Therefore, when the outstanding
findings identified above are resolved, this part of the unresolved item may be closed.

6.2.2 [Open) Apparent Violation (333/92-80-15B)

This part of the apparent violation dealt with failure to adequately implement the license
condition requirements for the control of combustibles and identified numerous examples of
improper storage of combustibles throughout the plant. In addition, no periodic inspection had
identified and recorded these conditions for tracking and to ensure timely resolution as required.
Finally, no permit system or review procedure existed to ensure that the onsite staff member,
designated with responsibility for reviewing work activities for potential transient fire loads,

_ - _ _ ___ _---__- -__-_ _ __-__ _--__-_______ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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specified any additional fire protection as required by the license condition. In letter JAG-92-
104, dated May 27,1992, NYPA committed to review, revise and/or implement procedures that

: establish a program for control of combustibles as required by the license condition prior to
startup.

The procedure for the Control of Combustibles and Flammable Materials, WACP 10.1.10 was .;
revised to establish the Combustible Control Permit, which is the method for tracking transient
combustibles in the plant. The procedure assigns the responsibility for initiating the permit to
the job: supervisors performing the work and who introduce the transient combustibles or
flammable materials into the plant for a period of greater than eight hoers. -The FPS, with
assistance from the Fire Protection System Engineer, is responsible to evaluate the additional
combustible material . for the designated area. - A training. outline--was developed for this
procedure and training was conipleted on August 14, 1992. The irspector reviewed the training

~

outline and the training records for the Operations Department.

The FPS - started issuing Combustible Control Permits on August _17,1992,' and by-
August 19, 1992, had already issued thirty-one permits. Twenty-nine of these had been issued.
by the Fis for combustible materials already in the plant prior to program implementation. For
example, the east crescent area was found to be in general need of housekeeping, and in addition,-
had a nmnber of items, such as poly bags fil'ed with miscellaneous items, that did not have a
permit assigned. The inspector also verified during plant tours, that all--specific combustible -

~

material deficiencies identified in the report had been corrected and that no similar conditions
existed at this time. The controls established in this new program appear to be an improvement.
However, more time is needed to fully implement this program on-site and to institute use by
all supervisors. This part of the apparent violation remains open, pending completion of all
corrective actions.

,

The inspector notes that this item is related to the part of unresolved item 333/92-80-02
c_oncerning uncontrolled storage of flammables in safety related pump rooms. Therefore, when

_

the outstanding findings identified above are resolved, this part of the unresolved item' may be
closed.

6.2.3 LQpen) Apparent Violation (333/92-80-15C)

This part of the apparent violation indicated failure to adequately develop a program for ignition -
source control as required by . Amendment No. 47 to the FitzPatrick Facility Operating License.-
In letter J AG 92-104, dated May 27,1992, NYPA committed to review, revise and/or implement -
procedures that establish af program for ignition source control as : required by the license .

condition prior to startup.

.
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A new procedure, WACP-10.1.33, was issued to provide responsibilities and requirements for - )

to evaluate and issue Hot Work Permits. This new procedure was found in some re;pects to be
' |the conduct of hot work including the issue of Hot Work Permits; The FPS is now responsible

I

improvedibut was not in complete compliance with License Amendment 47, which adopts the
NRC guidance document " Nuclear Plant ' Fire Protection Functional Responsibilities,
Administrative Controls and Quality Assurance", For example:

.

-- The license requirement states, "Before issuing a ' permit the responsible Foreman or
Supervisor shculd physically survey the area where the ,vork is to be performed and
establish that precautions have been accomplished", WACP 10.1.33 assigned this
responsibility to the fire watch withaut subsequent foreman or supervisory review. This.

,

supervisory check is-intended to be an independent check done by the supervisor
responsible for the work area.

,

The license requirement states, " Oxyacetylene equipment is checked for leaks before--

being moved to the work area". WACP-10.1.33 does not specifically. require this,
however, it does contain general responsibilities for the worker to ,ure all equipment
is in good repai and free of leaks.

-- The license requirement also specifies that the responsible foreman or supervisor should
receive a basic industrial fire fighting and fire prevention course. This is not required in
either Indactrination and Training Procedure, ITP-13 or procedure WACP-10.1.33.

The general manager of operations issued a memorandum, JGMO-92-057; dated2

- August 25,1992, that has provided interim guidance (i.e. until a procedure change can be issued
resolving these findings) that requires the performance of a supervisory work-site inspection
immediately prior to commencement of hot work that will be performed by either the responsible
first-line foreman or one of the Fis. - However, the Fis are not supervisors.

_

.

In touring th'c plant to review hot work, the inspector witnessed onejob in progress in the turbine
. building,272 foot level (WP#00()680), This job involved applying insulation material to buss
bars using a torch. Although the work was already in progress, the fire watch had not yet
completed the required pre-job survey of the work area (and had not signed the associated-
Section "C" of the Hot | Work Permit certifying completion of the pre job survey) as required by
WACP-10.1.33. When questioned, the watch stated that this was his first assignment as a hot
work fire watch since he nad receiv>:d his training. The watch completed a survey of the work'

~

area in the presence of the inspector and was later counseled and rebriefed on his responsibilities '-
by the FPS. This item remains open, pending completion of all corrective actions.

.

U
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6.2.4 - LQpen) Apparent Violation 1333/92-80-15D)-

' This part of the apparent violation identined that NYPA's program for fire watch training and -
implementation was less than adequate.

-The inspector. noted that procedure ITP-13 had been revised to include new minimum
wmpensatory and hot work training requirements. The new Dre protection procedure for the.
compensatory fire watch program, FPP 1.8, was reviewed. = Additior illy, course lesson plans,
completed written and practical examinations, course student handouts and the training records
for both compensatory and hot work Gre watches were reviewed. Finally, ten compensatory fire
watch personnel were interviewed on watch in the plant. The; inspector concluded that the
watches knew their post respasibilities including the actions to be taken in the event of a fire.
The actions taken by NYPA to correct findings regarding compensatory and hot work fire
watches were satisfactory and represent a significant improvement in this area. However, this
part of the apparent violation remains open, pending completion of all corrective actions to
resolve findings regarding ignition source controls including verincation of additional hot work
fire watch training as required (see con ments for 333/92-80-15C).

The inspector notes that this item is related 'o the part of unresolved item 333/92-80-02
concerning no procedures governing firc watenes. Therefore, when the outstanding findings
identified above are resolved this part of the unresolved item may be closed.

6.2.5 (Open) Apparent Violation (333/92-80-15E)

This part of the apparent _ violation dealt with failure to adequately develop and implement the'

license requirements for the fire brigade program. Weaknesses identified included lesson plans
were weak and most had not been updated periodically (e.g. lesson plans were not performance
based,~ were not updated to include the latest plant modifications,- did not melude in-plant
hydrogen Dres, did not include hazardous material confinement and control) inadequate fire
brigade drill programi fire brigade equipment poorly maintained, and fire uigade. drill-

performance weak. In letter JAG-92-104, dated May 27,- 1992, NYPA committed to review,
revise and/or implement procedures that establish a fire brigade program as required by the-
license condition prior to startup.

-The inspector review of fire brigade lesson plans concluded that all the brigade lesson plans have
_

been recently revised to resolve 'all NRC findings with exception of -hazardous material
- confinement and control.

1 .

L The inspector reviewed procedure ITP 13 and verined the following procedure changes had been

[ made to conform to the license requirements regarding in-plant Ore brigade drills.

'
-- ITP-13 now requires on a quarterly schedule that each shift brigade perform at least one

in-plant fire drill and on an annual schedule each shift brigade team perform at least one
unannounced and one backshift drill.

- - - , , - - . ..- . . . _ . - . - - - - - . -
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ITP-13 no longer allows walk throughs, classroom pre-fire exercises, and practice--

sessions to count as drills.

ITP-13 also requires that each individual brigade member performs in at least one in-plant ---

drill semi annually, and in at least two in-plant fire drills annually, ;i

A review of a fire brigade training report, JTRG-92-670 issued on August 3,1992, indicated that
a total of 39 Gre brigade members had not received an in-plant drill to date and yet were still-
shown as active brigade members on the report. The inspector questioned the Training Manager
on what criteria was being used to determine active brigade membership and further what
programmatic controls were being used to ensure all brigade training requirements were being
met. Based on interviews with the training staff and a review of completed training records, the
inspector concluded that improved controls were needed to ensure that all brigade training
requirements were being completed and that management was being kept informed of those
individuals delinquent in training or no longer qualified for the she fire brigade. In response,
to these programmatic weaknesses identified, NYPA issued a revision to ITP-13 requiring
monthly assessment and reporting of all shift brigade and Gre brigade member training status for
management review. The training staff also developed a new Brigade Status Review Form to
be used monthly as a checklist to ensure all training requirements are being met, in addition,
NYPA removed all brigade members from active status that had not yet completed at least one

-

in-plant drill this year.

NYPA has purchased all new self-contained breathing apparatuses (SCBA's), training has been -
completed, and the units are currently in use. All brigade members questioned indicated that they
considered the units a significant improvement over the old units (i.e.,-lighter causing _less
fatigue, better peripheral vision, buddy breathing to facilitate emergency exit, much improved

| speaking diaphragms in the face masks allowing improved communications between brigade
members, low pressure condition gives audible alarm and causes the face mouth piece to vibrate
giving much better in_dication of a low pressure condition).

-The inspector reviewed the records and critiques for seven in-plant Gre brigade drills conducted
between April 27,1992 and August 15,1992 and had the following observations:.

-- The new report form contained in ITP-13 has been improved to add a new section on-
L drill objectives that provides more guidance to the evaluators.
|

- : Critique evaluations are documented and include a time line of events for recording team
L actions.
|:
1

Critique comments include documentation and assignment of action items to correct fire--

fighting and turnout gear deficiencies identified during tb drill; and, the current size of
_the scenario drill bank is somewhat limited _ (nine) and the same _ drills were being-
administered within a given week. ' NYPA is currently working on expanding their drill
bank.

|

- - - . . , ,, . - . - . . . _ _ . - _ _ _
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The inspector witnessed an unannounced backshift fire brigade drillin the reactor building,272 1

foot level. The drill scenario was a postulated fire in Motor Control Center 151. The inspector -
. observed that all fire brigade members properly utilized protective clothing and the brigade leader
used the fire fighting pre-plan strategy in directing the brigade. Overall, the drill performance
was judged by the inspector to be satisfactory.

}
The inspector toured the reactor and turbine buildings to review the readiness _of fire brigade
equipment. The equipment was found to be clean, orgaaized, and appearcd to be in a good state
of repair. All new boots have been purchased and are currently in use. This part of the apparent
violation remains open, pending completion of all corrective actions which include 'verincation
that improved controls are implemented to ensure all brigade training requirements are completed
and lesson plans are redsed to include hazardous material control and confinement.

6.2.6 (OnenF Apparent Violation (333/92-80-15F)

This part of the apparent violation dealt with failure to develop and maintain adequate fire
fighting pre-plans as required by the license condition (e.g., failure to identify extinguishants best
suited for .;ontrolling the fires associated with the combustible loading in that fire zone, failure
to include ventilation system operation for smoke clearing, failure to provide the~ most favorable
direction from which to attack a Gre in each area, not updated to;show the addition of
modifications to the plant, pre-plans do not show important safety-related equipment). . In letter
JAG-92-104, dated May 27,1992, NYPA committed to improvc the existing pre-plans prior to
startup and to further upgrade the pre-plans after startup.

..

The inspector reviewed NYPA's recently revised pre-plans and noted that the revised plans
include improved area drawings and a list of safety related equipment found in each specific
area. The inspector's review concluded that the revised plans still do not resolve all the.NRC
findings identified. NYPA is olanning to resolve all outstanding findings in a later revision to
the plans using a new standard review plan that has been written and is currently issued for.
review and comments. This part of the apparent violation remains open, pending completion of
all corrective actions.

- 6.2.7 Summary

- NYPA has taken positive corrective action steps and made progress towards resolving the
findings of this Gre protection program apparent violation. However, this success was
considered to be limited at the time of this inspection in view of the extent of the above findings-
and the fact that fire protection program management considered corrective action complete in
s.ome areas that weren't. This demonstrates that NYPA needed increased management attention
to this area and this concern was expressed by Dr. Lee Bettenhausen, Chief, Operations Branch,
Division of Reactor Safety, to the Vice President of Nuclear Support in a conversation which
took place on September 3,1992.

i
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6.3 Previousiv iderli&Glagnostic Evaluation Olgtyalion items

6.3.1 Closed DIiQ,ENG.037

This PTO determined that NYPA engineering lacked a rigorous analysis to justify continuous ;

operation with leaking residual heat removal service water (RHRSW) strainers. Specifically,
NYPA did not determine the effects of water spray on neighboring safety related components,
NYPA did nct quantify the leakage was within the keep full system capacity, and NYPA did not
determine the possibility of Dooding due to the leakage. Further inspector review of the
operation of the RilRSW pumps with the existing leaks determined no detrimental effect on any
safety related components existed due to spraying or potential flooding. Existing leakage was
directed to the floor drain which subsequently drains to the pump intake area below the salety
related pump room. The maximum. water level in the pump intake area is determined by the
existing level of Lake Ontario and therefore, no potential for flooding existed, in addition,
NYPA completed overhauls of the twin basket strainer assemblies to both RHRSW trains and -
both emergency service water (ESW) trains. The overhauls resulted in several hardware
improvements and correction of existing water leakage. DEO.ENG.037 is closed.-

6.3.2 (Closed) DEO.ENG.062

This DEO identiGed that several past maintenance problems indicated the core spray (CS) keep
full pumps had vibration problems and were unreliable. It appeared to the inspector that
engineering involvement in the maintenance problems had been minimal with no formal root
cause analysis completed. The inspector reviewed NYPA's resolution of this observation in
memorandum- JTS-92-0680, dated July 24, 1992, and JTS-92-0763, dated August 14,1997.
NYPA completed modifications to the pump motor supports in 1989 which resulted in a-
significant vibration reading reduction from between 5 to 6 mils to less than 2 mils. In addition,
quarterly surveillance testing is performed to assure continued pump reliability. In addition to
the CS keep full pumps, the condensate transfer system provides a backup method of system keep
full with level switches installed in the core spray discharge line which annunciate in the control
room if the water level decreases in the discharge piping. This additional keep full method
provides backup protection from a water hammer event. The inspector concluded NYPA has

. adequate redundant systems and a surveillance monitoring program in place to assure continued
CS keep full function to preclude a potential water hammer condition. DEO.ENG.062 is closed.

6.3.3 (Closed) DEO.ENG.0051

This DEO questioned the adequacy of the engineering review conducted for a modification that
installed _ the local leak rate test (LLRT) line on the high pressure coolant injectionlHPCI)
exhaust check valves. The ~ small bore piping failed during a HPCI surveillance test
approximately one year after the piping was installed. Based on initial review, it appeared to the
inspector that the small bore piping line was not properly supported, and that the modification
engineering review and stress analysis was inadequate. NYPA completed a formal root cause
of the piping failure and documented the results in Licensee Event Report (LER) 91019. The-7

.-. -
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test line failed at a socket weld. The root cause analysis determined the fracture surface was
embrittled by zine diffusion into the weld metal caused by poor weld practice which allowed
paint from the outside surface of the existing pipe to contaminate the welded joint. The root
cause analysis of the pipe fracture determined the piping stress at the failed joint to be well below j

the material endurance limit. The root cause was determined to be a deficient weld resulting in 1

propagation of a crack and subsequent pipe failure under vibration induced stress. NYPA's
corrective actions for this event were documented in inspection report 92-09 and determined to j

be satisfactory. DEO.ENG.005 is closed. -|

6.3.4 (Closed) DEO ENG.021 !

This DEO identified a number of General Electric Service Information Letters (GESils) had not
been addressed in a timely manner. In addition to the excessiva backlog of unreviewed items,
several NRC inspection findings identified untimely and weak engineering reviews of operating |
experience reports which directly resulted in inadequate implementation of appropriate corrective
actions. To address these concerns NYPA has developed an industry operating experience - ;

'

review program (GERP). The program goals are to climinate the operating event report (OER)
backlog within 12 to 18 months from July 31,1992, evaluate previously dispositioned OERs for
potential operability concerns and programmatic dc6ciencies, and establish the standards for
continuing evaluation of industry operating experience, The inspector reviewed the OER
program plan including the backlog elimination project milestones. As of September 1, NYPA
has committed six full-time reviewers to provide the necessary resources to meet NYPA's j
backlog reduction commitment. Based on the resources established and the results of the recent !

OER reviews, DEO.ENG,021 is closed,

6.3.5 (Closed) DEO.F.NG.036

This DEO identified that NYPA had not iinplemented all of the actions described in NYPA's
response letter dated July 19, 1990 for NRC Bulletin 90-01, Rosemount Transmitter Loss of
Sensor Fill Oil (LOFO). Based on further review, the inspector _ concluded that NYPA had
implemented all the necessary actions to identify Rosemount transmitters exhibiting loss of fill
oil characteristics. The administrative procedure which described the monitoring program for
LOFO, ICSO-23, was_ approved after NYPA's formal bulletin response. The inspector

,

| concluded NYPA met the requirements of the bulletin, in that, all the required monitoring actions
'

were prescribed in several I&C surveillance procedures. Based on this, the inspector concluded
| NYPA met their commitments as stated in their bulletin response even though ICSO-23, which
| described the program, was issued after the bulletin response. The inspector determined NYPA

had established an effective LOFO monitoring program which resulted in several transmitters;

being replaced. When NYPA determined that a transmitter exhibited symptoms of a LOFO| '
condition, the transmitter was sent to the vendor for additional analysis.

|
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To confirm LOFO failure. the vendor analysis required destructive testing of the sensor module.
After analysis, the vendor refuted the transmitter with a new sensor module and returned the

~

refurbished transmitter to NYPA for subsequent use. The diagnostic team raised the concern that
based upon their independent review of installed Roseniount transmitters, two transmitters
currently in safety related applications had serial numbers of the suspect lot identified in vendor
documentation. The I&C department provided the inspector with documentation which verified
the two transmitters with suspect lot serial numbers had been refurbished with new sensor
modules. DEO.ENG.036 is closed.

6.4 Previously identified items

6.4.1 (CJlpxd) Unresolved item 92-12-02. Torus liigh TemocramrJeviation Setpoint

This unresolved item was opened because of a concern regarding the torus hi .h temperaturel

deviation setpoint, which came up during testing. The inspectors reviewed hiinor Modification
Package M1-91-081, Revision 1, Suppression Pool Temperature Alarm Setpoint Evaluatkm, and
the associated Engineering Change Notices. After discussing the modification with I&C and
engineering personnel, the inspector concluded that the system will be set up in a conservative
manner. In all cases, the temperature indicated for the torus average bulk temperature will be
conservatively high. Only if an RTD fails low or indicates low by 5% of span will its input be
removed from the averaging circuit. If a detector fails high or mdicates high, its input will not
be removed from the averaging circuit, thus giving a high, but conservative mdication. The
inspectors had no further concerns. This unresolved item is closed.

6.4.2 (Closed) Unresolved item 92-01-03. Adequacy of Foxboro SPEC 200 Equipment
Installation

in February 1992, plant personnel found-Foxboro SPEC. 200 equipment installed in the plant
such that it did not meet the criteria for seismic installation accordmg to the Foxboro analysis,
resulting in this unresolved item. Specifically, dummy modules were not installed as required,
and it was not known, due to their inaccessibility, if bumpers r.nd guides were installed as
required. The Foxboro SPEC 200 equipment in question was installed in Process instrument
-Panels 09-24 and 09-25, and Monitoring Analysis Panel 27 M AP. The inspector reviewed the
following completed Work Requests (WRs):

WR 97383, dated March 1992, which documented the installation of dummy modules--

with guides and bumpers in 27 MAP.

-- WR 97384, dated July 1992, which documented the installation of guides and bumpers
in 09-24, 09-25, and 27 M AP.

- WR 99488, dated July 1992, which documented a e review of the Foxboro N-2ANU
nests as complete.

|
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AdMonally, Inc inspector verified that the dununy modules were installed, by inspecting the
cabinets. The installation of the guides and bumpers could not be verified, since they are not
accessible, llowever, the supervisor involved with the installation of sne guides and bumpers
explained the process and pointed out their kication in the panels. The inspector identified no -
deficiencies with Process Instrument Panels 09-24 and 09 25.

While inspecting Monitoring Analysis Panel 27 MAP, the inspector observed that the Foxboro
SPEC 200 modules are not in a Foxboro supplied panel, but a Johnson Controls panel. He also
noted that the power supplies are mounted at the top of the rack, instead of in the bottom two
locations as required by the Foxboro seismic analysis. Engineering personnel supplied the
inspectors with a seismic analysis of 27 M AP, as installed, performed by Acton Environmental
Testing Corporation. The analysis concluded that 27 MAP has been seismically qualified in
accordance with the PASNY Monitoring and Analysis Panel Specification, PASNY P.O. No.
81-4012, and other pertinent references. The inspector identified no discrepancies. This
unresolved item is closed,

7.0 SAFETY ASSFSS.\ LENT / QUALITY VERIFICATION (71707,93702)

7.1 NYPA Ouality Assurance Finding Followup

in early July 1992, the inspector became aware of a contractor quality assurance (QA) finding
which appeared to have been inappropriately dispositioned by the NYPA QA staff. On

April 29,1992, a contractor QA inspector was observing the disassembly of valve 27 AOV-1145
per Work Request 27/96621 and identified that the number five valve body stud had no
identification markings for traceability and appeared to have been fabricated from all-thread
stock. This observation was assigned an Adverse Quality Condition Report (AQCR) number
(AQCR No. 92-193) and the applicable Work Activity Control Procedure (WACP) 10.1.5 was
referenced. WACP 10.1.5, section 8.3.2(c) states, in part, that hard marking of items during
the fabrication process is required to ensure traceability and material certification for future
reference.

The NRC inspector determined that when AQCR No. 92-193 was submitted for QA supervisory
review,- the QA supervisor informed the QA inspector that WACP 10.1.5, section 8.3.2(d) states

i that in lieu of hard markings, documentation providing traceability is acceptable. Consequently,
the QC inspector was informed by the supervisor that additional review to determine traceability
was needed prior to forwarding the AQCR for processing.

The NRC inspector was unable to confirm that any additional review was conducted by the
| contractor QA inspector. However, in an attempt to determine the final disposition of AQCR

No. 92-193, the inspector learned that the AQCR docu.nentation could not be found and was
presumed lost. Consequently, the QA supervisor originally involved with this issue revisited the

|
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concern raised by the contractor QA inspector and was unable to locate any documentation
associated with the fabrication or application of the identined all-thread stud. A new AQCR
(No. 92-256) was initiated on July 15, 1992 and the all-thread stud was replaced with a
certified / traceable stud per the manufacturer's drawings.

The inspector determined that subwquent metallurgical examination of the all thread stud
identified the all thread to have exhibited the proper material composition and strNgth for the
as-found application. Ilowever, the lack of proper documentation negated its :dety related use.
The inspector also determin d that apparent miscommunication between the contractor QA
inspector and site QA supervisor lead to the lack of appropriate dispositionirs of this QA
finding. This type of poor communication has been the subject of numerous QA naff meetings
and discussions. In addition, a formal event critique was being prepared near the completion of
this reporting period. When questioned by the inspector, the QA supervisor indicated that this
type of material traceability problem appears to be isolated. To his recollection, no similar
problems have been identified in the recent past. Accordingly, no additional sampling of
traceability of valve bonnet studs was initiated by the site QA organization.

The inspector concluded tha' the contractor QA inspector finding first identified in April 1992
was appropriately resolved. Poor communication between the inspector and his supervisor
prevented a timely resolution. The safety consequence of the installation of this non-traceable
all-thread stud was negligible.

8.0 al ANAGEN 1ENT 51EETINGS

At periodic intervals during the course of this inspection, meetings were held with senior facility
management to discuss inspection scope and findings. In addition, at the end of the period, the
inspectors met with licensee representatives and summarized the scope and findings of the
inspection as they are described in this report.
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